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The Honorable Lee Metcalf, Chairman 
Subcommittee on Reports, Accounting, 

and Hanagement 
Committee on Government Operation?s 
Uniteci States Senate 

Dear Mr O Chairman: 

This repdrt is in response to your request of 
January 21~ 1975, that we inquire into pertinent aspects 
of the investigations made by various Federa agencies 
into the so-called Kerr-McGee incidents. 

We do not plan to distribute this report further 
unless you agree or publicby announce its contents. 

ComptrokPer General 
of the United States 
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mission's investigations at Kerr- 
McGee of working conditions, the 
mssible diversion of plutonium 
concerningthe mntaminationof 
Karen Silkmod, and the findings 
of uraniumpellets on the grounds 
of the plant. The Regxilatory 
Comnission's reports, as well as 
briefings on these reports, were 
provided to the Bureau. (See p0 6.) 

The %gulatory Ccmnission also 
requested the Bureau to investi- 
gate the unauthorized renwal and 
possession of nuclear material at 
Kerr-Mc%e and the allegation of 
harassmmtof Kerr-McGee employees. 
No otherdocmmtshavebeenpro- 
vided to or requested by the 
Bureau. 

GI several occassions the Bureau 
has informally contacted the 
Ragulatory Ccmmission to obtain 
clarification of sme items in 
the Comnission's report or 
technicalinfoxmation. 

Regulatory Cmmission officials 
told CT%,0 that their files on the 
Kerr-M&&e incidentswere and 
arenmavailabletothe Bureau 
on request. 

CA0 reviewed the Regulatory Com- 
mission's files and found four 
additional docxmants containing 
information not in the Comnis- 
sion's reports that may benefit 
the Bureau in its investigation. 

CA0 brought this natter to the 
attention of Regulatory Comnis- 
sion officials who told GAO in 
a May 6, 1975, meeting that 
they plannd to send the doc3xrents 
to the Bureau. 

These do cumnts are 

ii 

--a listing of events that may 
relate to the timing of the 
allegations (see pO 71, 

--a mrandum containing obser- 
vations and conclusions on the 
uranium pellet incident (see 
Pa 71, 

--a diversion risk analysis of 
the Kerr-Mct-Re plant (see p. 81, 
and 

--a memorandum stating the reasons 
for the Regulatory Cortunission's 
conclusion that no major diversion 
of plutonium has occurred at 
Kerr-McGee (see p* 8). 

BRDA notified the Bureau cxmcern~g 
its fact-finding report on the 
allegations of improper quality 
assurance practices at Kerr-McGee. 
This report, as well as a briefing 
on the report, was provided the 
Bureau. 

ERDA has not notified the Bureau 
concern~g the secondreport. 
ERDA officials told GAO that their 
files on the quality assurance 
allegations are available to the 
B~JT&U on request. (Se p. 8.1 

Disposition of documents in 
Karen Silkwood's possession 

On November 13, 1974, Karen 
was killed in an automobile 
enmute to a meeting where, 

Silkwood 
crash 
accord- 

ing to the Oil, Chemical, and Atomic 
Workers International Union, she 
was to provide evidence she had 
collected on the allegations. 
(See p. 8.) 

Regulatory Cmmission inspectors 
made radiological surveys of the 
automobile, personal effects, and 



(See appm 1. p 
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CHAPTER 1 

IWTRODUCT%ON -------e---1 

The Subcommittee on Reports., Accounting, and Manage- 
ment of the Senate Committee on Government Operations re- 
quested us to- review the investigations performed by the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)~p the Energy Research and 
Development Administration (ERDA), and the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (FBI) of various incidents and allegations 
surrounding the death of Karen Silkwood, an employee at the 
Kerr-McGee Nuclear Corporation,t Cimarron Facilities, Crescent, 
OkBahoma, 

Under the terms of a license for special nuclear material 
issued by AEC, Kerr-McGee is authorized to possess and use 
plutonium and uranium in its Cimarron Pkant. Its uranium 
activities include producing uranium pelkets for one of the 
major light-water reactor fuel fabricators. Kerr-McGee 
plutonium activities consist of a contract with the Westing- 
house Hanford Company for fabricating phutonium-bearing fuel 
rods. Kerr-McGee employees are represented by the Oil, 
Chemical, and Atomic Workers International. Union. 

ALLEGATBONS AND $NC%DENTS c--- 

On September 27, 1974, representatives of the union, 
includaing Karen Silkwood, met with representatives of AEC and 
made a series of albegations concerning working conditions 
at the Kerr-McGee plant. 

From November 5 to 7, 1974, Karen Silkwood, her apart- 
menta and hear roommate were found to be con@aminated with 
pjbutcpaaium. On November 13, 1974, Karen Sil.kwood was killed 
in an automobille crash while on her way to a meeting with the 
Unioaa Legislative Assistant awd a reporter for the New York 
Times. The union has alleged that she was caa*rying evidence 
she had accumulated on heabth and safety hazards and falsifi- 
cation of quality controP records by Kerr-McGee supervisors 
and employees, Et has further alleged that her death was not 
an accident as reported by the highway patrol but that she was 
killed when her car was struck by an unknown vehicle and pushed 
1-e-- 

SThe Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-438) 
abolished the Atomic Energy Commission and established the 
Energy Research and Development Administration and the 
Nuclear Regu%atory Commission on January 19, 1975. All of 
the AK programs and activities discussed in this report 
are now carried out by the Energy Research and Development 
Administration and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
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off the road. 

On November 19, 1474, the union notif ied the Atomic 
Energy Commission (ARC) that it possessed information giving 
credibility to Karen Silkwood’s allegation that innroper gual- 
ity assurance practices existed at Kerr-McGee. The union in- 
formation consisted of tape-recorded interviews with conf i- 
dential informants. 

On December 16, 1974, Kerr-McGee found uranium pellets and 
pellet fragments on the ground outside the uranium pellet manu- 
facturing building, but within Kerr-McGee’s perimeter fence. 
Kerr-McGee management was unable to determine the reason for 
the presence of uranium pellets in the unusual location, but 
concluded the cause could not have been accidental. 

In a January 21, 1975, letter to NRC, the union charged 
Kerr-McGee with a campaign of harassment and intimidation 
against certain employees who had complained to NRC and the 
union about alleged safety violations and other questionable 
practices by Kerr-McGee. The union asserted that Kerr-McGee’s 
actions against the employees violated NRC’s regulations and 
requested that NRC investigate and take appropriate remedial 
action. 

GOVERNMENT RESPONSIBILITIES ----1-,----~~--~---- 
AND INVEbTIGATIOdS --------L--.1-- 

NRC --- 

Under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 and the Energy Re- 
organization Act of 1974, NRC--formerly the regulatory part 
of ALC-- is responsible for regulating the production and 
utilization of atomic energy, and related facilities, to 
protect the health and safety of the public. In carrying out 
this responsibility, NRC conducted three investigations into 
the incidents. 

--From November 8 to December 4, 1974, NRC investigated 
the plutonium contamination of Karen Silkwood that was 
found in November 1974. Its report was made public 
January 6, 1975. 

--From November 21 to December 6, 1974, NRC investigated 
39 separate allegations on deficiencies in Kerr-McGee’s 
working conditions. This report was made public on 
January 7, 1975. 

--On December 19 and 20, 1974, NRC investigated the 
uranium pellet incident. Its report was made public 
on January 23, 1975. 
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ERDA is responsible for promoting' energy research and 
development to meet the Nation's immediate and long-range 
needs, A key test facility in ERDA's major nuclear program 
is the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) which is to use the 
plutonium-bear iny fuel rods fabricated*by Kerr-McGee, The 
FFTF is being built at the Hanford Engineering and Develop- 
ment Laboratory, Richland, Washington, by the Westinghouse 
Hanford Company, Concerned over the possibke impact that the 
union's guality control allegations could have on the quality 
of the fuel rods, ERDA made two investigations. 

--ERDAUs Division of Inspection made a fact-finding 
study into the unionqs allegations from November 21 
to December IO, %974. The division” s repOPt was 
released to the public on January 7, 1975. 

--ERDA's Reactor Research and Development Division (RRD) 
set up a task force on Deeember 10, 1974, to review 
all qua1 ity assurance and inspection papoeeduar@s 
related to Kerr-McGeePs fabrication of FFTF fuel, 
This review included investigations of the unionms 
quality control allegations, A summary of the task 
fopce report was made public on April. 11, 1975; ERDA 
plans to release the report itself when it is finalized. 

Department of Justice ---- 

The chief purposes of the Department of Justice are to 
enforce the Federal lawsp furnish legal counsel iaa Federal 
cases p and construe the laws under which other departments 
act. Zn addition, the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 provides 
that the FBI will investigate all alleged or suspected 
criminal violations of the act. The Department directed the 
FBI to investigate the events surrounding Karen Silkwood"s 
death and the unauthorized removal and possession of special 
nuclear mater ial from Kerr-McGee m A third investigation, 
concerning alleged harassment of Kerr-McGee employees, is 
beins considered. None of these investiqations has been 

Under terms of the National Labor Relations Act, employ- 
ees have a right to self-organization, to join a labor organi- 
zation, and to bargain collectively through representatives of 
their own choosing. It is therefore an unfair Babor practice 
for an employer to restrain or coerce employees exercising 
their r iyhts, and the National Labor Relations 5oard (NLRB) 
is empowered to investigate any a%Begation of an unfair Labor 
practice. NLRB has performed’s limited investigation of the 



alleged harassment of K'err-McGee employees, but the investi-. 
gation was discontinued when NLRB realized it might be con- 
currently conducting an 'investigation with the FBI. NLRB 
did not wish to jeopardize'the FBI investigation. 

As agreed with the Subcommittee office, we have included 
a brief summary of the NRC and ERDA reports, plus some addi- 
tional information on the Kerr-McGee incidents not directly 
related to our request (see app. I). 



CHAPTER 2 ----- 

, ANSWERS TO TBE SUBCOMMITTEE QUESTIONS -.s---7--r--- ---i----- 

The Subcommittee on Report,s, Accounting, and Manage- 
ment of the Senate Committee on Government Operations re- 
quested us to .loalr into six aspects of the various investi- 
gations of the incidents and allegations. A discussion of 
these aspects foiilows m 

DISCLOSURE TO THE PUBLIC OF INFORMATION ---m- --- 
GN MATERIAL UNACCOUNTED FOR Am-- 
wLamc-b~~mCGNTROLREcoRDS -- .b---- - 

Information on the statistic ""material unaccounted for" 
at the Kerr-PieGee Cimarlron Facilities has not been made 
public m Material unaccounted for is the difference between 
the book inventory (the amount of material that is supposed 
to be present according to the accounting recordp based on 
measured receipts, transl!ers, and discards) and the physical 
inV@n~tOry W NRC oflEieials told us that a small difference 
between the hook and physical inventories is normal. This 
difference can be caused by errors in measuring quantities 
of nuclear material, material. adhering to pi-ocess equipment, 
0~ unmeasured losses or theft. 

NRC .has determined that data on material unaccounted for 
are proprietary information and therefore subject to protection 
Bran public disclosure under NRCns regulations. However p NRC 
is studying the possibility of making such information public, 
On January 8, 1975, NRC referred the matter of public dks- 
closure of 00materia31. unaccounted for" data to the National 
Security Council to determine the nationa% ‘security and 
international relations importance of such information on 
domestic nuclear safeguards and security. 

Because the National Security Council is studying whether 
to publlicly disclose this information, we are not presenting 
the figures on material unaccounted for at Kerr-McGee. 

On the matter of public disclosure of information on 
the altering of quality control records, AEC made public the 
BPvision of Inspection report on January 7, 1975, A summary 
of the RRD task force report was made pubbic on April. 11, 
1975, The final task force report is being reviewed by 
senior ERDA management and is expected to lx released when 
finalized. All the quality control allegations made by 
the uaaion arelate to the plutonium operations at Kerr-McGee. 



We examined the reports and the supporting documenta- 
tionl, including the handwritten notes of the investigators, 
and talked to ERDA officials involved in the investigation. 
It appears that all substantial information gathered during 
the investigations on the quality of Kerr-McGee plutonium- 
bearing fuel rods was included in the two reports. 

ERDA is not responsible for the quality of Kerr-McGee’s 
uranium operations because this product is used in an NRC- 
licensed reactor. NRC has not inspected Kerr-McGee for 
quality assurance procedures of its uranium operations. How- 
ever, NRC has inspected the completed fuel rods as assembled 
by the company that Kerr-McGee sells its uranium pellets 
to. These inspections have not found any major quality con- 
trol problems. 

EXTENT OF INFORMATION GIVEN m--w-- 
TO THE FBI BY NRC AND ERDA -II-w- -- 

NRC officials notified the FBI by telephone several times 
in November and December 1974 that they were conducting 
investigations into the following areas: the alleged 
deficiencies regarding working conditions at Kerr-McGee, the 
possible diversion of plutonium from Kerr-McGee concerning 
the contamination of Karen Silkwood, and the finding of uranium 
pellets and pellet fragments on the ground surrounding the 
Kerr-McGee plant. The FBI responded by telephone that it had 
no objection to NRC's pursuing these investigations and re- 
quested NRC to provide it with copies of the final reports. 
The NRC final reports, as well as briefings on these reports, 
were provided to the FBI in early 1975. 

In a January 16, 1975, letter, NRC requested an FBI 
investigation into the unauthorized removal and possession of 
plutonium at Kerr-McGee. In a February 20, 1975, letter, NRC 
requested an FBI investigation into the union allegations of 
harassment of Kerr-McGee employees. As appendices to the 
letter, NRC sent to the FBI copies of the union's January 21 
and January 27, 1975, letters to NRC; a copy of a note to the 
files, with attachments, titled "Meeting with Oil, Chemical, 
and Atomic Workers International - Working Conditions at 
Kerr-McGee Corporation, Crescent, Oklahoma”; a list of names 
of Kerr-McGee employees who attended the September 27, 1974,. 
meeting with AEC; copies of NRC's inspection reports at Kerr- 
McGee on the working conditions and the contamination of 
Karen Silkwood; and a list of names contacted during the NRC’s 
investigations. The FBI has not requested additional documents 

'ERDA officials told us that the supporting documents they 
made available to us included all information developed in 
their investigations. 
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and has not asked to review the NRC files. 

NRC officials told us that, on several occasionsB the 
FBI had infsrmallly contacted NRC to obtain clarification of 
some items in NRC@s reports and on technica?t information. 
NRC officials told us that their files on the Kerr-lvPcGee 
incidents were anxl still. are available to the FBI upon 
request m 

We reviewed the NIRC~ files and found four additional 
documents that were not included in NRC's reports which may 
benefit the FE%%, These documem?ts were prepared by NRC 
employees, We brought this matter to the attention of NRC 
officials who told us in a Nay 6, 1975, meeting that they 
would send the documents to the FBI, 

The first document Ilists events suggesting that these 
events might be relhated to the timing of the union@s a%legations 
and that employees we~=t2 trying to embarrass Kerr-!&See manage- 
ment OK were txying to put. them in bad 1ight, These events 
included: 

--A Septembear 5, 1974, petition drawn up by Kerr-MCG@@ 
emplsyees ts end their affiliation with the ZocaP 
unic3w. over 88 employees signed the petitbonl. 

--Union a%%egatiows eoncerninag unsafe working con- 
aitims that we"?pE? maa@ Septemtber 27, a97-4, Ncme of 
$h@ union allegatisns was brought up at uniaaw - Kerr- 
McGee monthly safety meetings or was taken up in 
tA3e garievanee and arbitration praeeduare set out in 
the txntract o 

--An Qclober 16, 1974, vote which maintained the unioa~ 
by a VQka of 88 to 61. 

--Negotiations for a new union - Kernr-PkGee colltfact 
which started November 6, 1974. 

This document does not contain proprietary information. 

The se~oaad document is a memorandum-to-file eontabnirq 
an NRC inspectoac OS observations and eoncLusions on the 
earanium pellet incident. 'The inspector conclbufled that two or 
three handfulls of pe.l%ets were quickly thrown from inside 
the inner protective fence; about 25 pelle?ts were? fouaadl. A 
perscm cou3.d have emerged from either the Baboratorg! door or 
the pellet s$srage area dcaor with the g~elbets, thrown them, 

i-- -- NRC officialbs told us that the documents made availab%e to 
us include al%. information developed in their investigations m 
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and re-entered the building within a few seconds.. The: date 
of the incident was believed to be between December 10 and 
16, 1974. The NRC investigator speculated that one individual 
was responsible for the incident and believed that the 
perpetrator intended the discovery of the pellets to embarrass 
Kerr-McGee or particular members of management. This document 
contains proprietary information and is therefore protected 
from public disclosure. 

The third document is a diversion risk analysis of the 
Kerr-McGee plant that NRC prepared in December 1974. This 
report discusses the protection of plutonium and uranium 
at the plant. NRC has determined that this document also 
contains proprietary information. 

The fourth document is an NRC internal memo which dis- 
cusses the reasons why NRC concluded that no diversion of a 
significant quantity of plutonium has occurred at Kerr-McGee, 
This memorandum discusses NRC’s inspections of the physical 
security and material control systems at Kerr-McGee. This 
document also contains proprietary information. 

In reviewing the handwritten notes of the NRC investi? 
gators, we found references to a discussion on the desir- 
ability of having Karen Silkwood’s urine and fecal sample 
kits checked for fingerprints. NRC officials told us this 
matter was discussed but that it was not pursued when they 
realized that the sample kits had been handled by too many 
people to be useful. 

AEC’s Division of Inspection notified the FBI by telephone 
in November, 1974, that they were investigating the allegation 
of improper quality assurance practices at Kerr-McGee FFTF 
fuel rod operations. The FBI responded by telephone that it 
had no objection to the investigation and requested a copy 
of the final report. The division’s final reportl as well as 
a briefing on the report, was provided to the FBI in early 
1975. The FBI has not requested additional documents and 
has not asked to review ERDA files. ERDA’s RRD has not 
contacted the FBI on its investigation. ERDA officials told 
us that their files on the quality assurance allegations are 
available to the FBI on request. 

DISPOSITION OF DOCUMENTS IN v- ---- 
if=ii-%?~it%~~T$i POSSESSION --------P-P- 

The union has stated that Karen Silkwood had certain 
documents pertaining to health and safety hazards in the plant 
and falsification of quality control records in her automobile 
when she left the Kerr-McGee plant the evening of November 13, 
1974, The union has alleged that some of the papers dis- 
appeared after the fatal automobile crash that evening. 
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NRC officials told us that they were notified of the 
crash about IO:30 p.m, on November 13 and went to an auto- 
mobile 'dealer in Crescent where the car was impounded. They 
were met by a Kerr-McGee representative and a trooper of the 
Oklahoma State Highway Patrol and performed radiol.ogica% 
surveys of the automobile and personal effects contained in 
the car, No contamination was found. The NRC investigator 
tokcj us that there were some papers ia the automobile, blat 
he could not describe their contents, Having found no con- 
tamination 0~1 or irk the cars the NRC and Kerr-HcGee officials, 
along with the state trooperp drove do the accident site. 
Again no contamination was focnnd. The NRC investigator 
said that no documents were found on the ground at the 
accident site when he arrived. The NRC iwvestigators also 
surveyed the fire department ambulance and Pshe personple% who 
had removed and transported the body. They found no con- 
tam inat ion 0 

Having found no contamination on the car or its con- 
tents, NRC had no authority to retain Karen Sibkwsodms 
possess ions D NRC officials told us that the car and its 
conten $55 we re released to Kaacen S ilkwoasd 8 s bsyfr iend after 
obtaining permission from her parents. These possessions 
inckuded some papers containing information epna hea.lth and 
safety at Kerr-McGee, 

The eanioi has alleged that the possessions released to 
the boyfriend did not inaclude all the documen~ts pertaininag 
to safety and qua%ity control reported to have been in the 
automobi3he when Karen Silkwood left the Crescent Facilities 
on November 13. Because of possible FBI investigation into 
this allegqtion, we did not pLarsue the matter further @ 

ADEQUACY OP COORDINWT%ON, COOPERAT%~ ---- -e-w---------.---,- 
AND CmNIcAaIoN AMONG AGENCIES --w-l------_l-_I-- --- 

The FBI has refused to talk to us based on its standing 
practice of refraining to discuss or make p~1k7.Iic matters 
pertainirlg to ongoirlg investigations. Accordingly, we have 
been unabke to come to any conclusion cm the adequacy of the 
cooperation and communication between the agencies. NRC ar%d 
ERDA made several. initiatives in referring matters ,to the 
FB%, provided some documents to the &"BII and oa several 
occasions offered to assist the FBI, We were unable to 
determine whether NRC and ERDA have supplied the FBI with all, 
needed assistance or whether the additiowab material we found 
in NRC files may have been of use to the FBI, 

As an attachment to a May 1, 1975, %etter to us, the 
Subcommittee Counsejh sent for our consideration a Ibetter 
prepared by a union official. This letter contained a series 
of outstanding iss~~es on the Kerr-McGee incidenks, We have 



not looked into these issues because (1) their nature deals 
mostly with the possible criminal aspects of the incidents 
and (2) the FBI is investigating this area. 

INVESTIGATIONS OF ALLEGED --- ---I- 
HARASSMENT OF EMPLOYEES ----_------ - 

In a January 21, 1975, letter to NRC, the union charged 
Kerr-McGee with harassment of certain employees in violation 
of NRC's regulations, which include a provision that a 
licensee-- like Kerr-McGee --cannot discharge or discriminate 
against a worker who files a complaint regarding radiological 
working conditions. 

A summary of the union's charges, as made in the Janu- 
ary 21 letter, follows: 

The alleged harassment was for the purpose of 
punishing the employees for taking their com- 
plaints to the Union and NRC and to deter them 
from ever doing so again. Kerr-McGee asked a 
number of employees to submit to polygraph 
examinations which was to determine who was 
cooperating with the union and NRC investigations. 
The polygraph examinations were intended to create 
an atmosphere of fear and distrust, and to make 
clear to employees that they should not be talking 
to anyone outside of Kerr-McGee about problems 
in the plant. 

Following the polygraph examinations, several 
employees were transferred to an isolated ware- 

0 house where no nuclear materials were stored 
or handled and were required to have a supervisor 
with them at all times. Two of the employees 
receiving this treatment were the chairman of 
the Local Union and a former Union committeeman. 
On January 20, 1975, the former committeeman was 
discharged by Kerr-McGee and the chairman of the 
Local Union was transferred to the dirtiest and 
least desirable place to work in the entire 
facility. 

The union stated that if NRC did not take 
effective action to remedy and neutralize 
the intimidatory effects of the Kerr-McGee 
actions, the employees would in the future be 
extremely reluctant to exercise the rights and 
responsibilities set out in NRC's regulations. 
NRC was requested to give the matter expeditious 
consideration, and to take immediate steps to 
investigate and remedy the alleged violations. 

F 
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The second member of ‘fhe ta’sk for’ce is5 the Quality Control 
Manager, Hanford Engineering and Development. Laboratory. The 
Hanford Laboratory is responsible for managing the development, 
design, construction, and sfa,rtup of FFTF, which ,it::!wi4.31! then 
operate. This responsibility) includes examining, developing,, 
and fabricating fuels. RRD officials said the individual was 
cnosen for his ‘quality assurance expertise, experiencti, and 
objectivity. At Hanford, he is responsible for overall qualit4y 
assurance for plant and core components, including ftiel. Be- I 
cause of his responsibilities at Hanford, he was excluded .from 
the task force is analysis of Hanford”s quality assurance 
procedures. 

A third member ‘is employed by Westinghouse Advan,ced 
Reactor Division and was chosen for his expertise in quality 
assurance, His responsibilities at Westinghouse include 
establishing quality assurance requirements, supervisory 
quality assurance engineering functions, and evaluating-.and 
acting on all deviations from specification requirements!. 
The Westinghouse Advanced Reactor Division has substantial 
involvement in the FFTF project. ?. 8; _ ., 1 ‘L. 

The fourth member was chosen for his expertise in .- 
plutonium and his noninvolvement in the FFTF., ,He is the 
Supervisor I Plutonium Recycling and Puri-fication ,P-lant,, Los,, 
Alamos Scientific Laboratory, where he wo’rks with .the . ‘“. 
recycling and purification of unirradiated mixed oxide .an#d 
carbide fuels and residues generated in, weapons test~artd ,%, 
metallurgical programs. His employing laboratory has had 
only minimal involvement in the FFTF project; it has provided 
certain calibration standards used in the chemical quality 
assurance program at Kerr-McGee. 

The last task force member is the Director’, S-pecial 
Materials Division, Argonne National Laboratory. Argonne 
devotes a major portion of its efforts to the liquid metal 
fast breeder reactor program but has not been involved in 
the FFTF project. Argonne has prime responsibility for the 
liquid metal fast breeder reactor safety programs, but also 
carries out basis studies and applied technology work in 
the fields of reactor physics, fuels and materials. develop- 
ment, and component eng ineer ing . This individual has had 
no involvement in FFTF fuel, but he has previous experience 
with plutonium-bearing fuel purchased from Kerr-McGee for use 
in the Zero Power Plutonium Reactor . 1 : 

1 Argonne has operated the Zero Power Plutonium Reactor since 
1969 as a support facility for the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder 
Reactor Program. 
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%h@ Director fl RRQ, attempted to place an employee of the 
Project Marmgement Cosporationl on the task force, The Pro- 
ject Management Corpolrtion declined for internal reasons to 
release this employee, No othenr effoilrts were made to obtain 
members outside sf RRB o,r the ERDA contractor organization. 

As part cd its liquid metal fast bareeder reactor procjram-- 
‘of which the FFTF is an integral part--ERDA has a multiphased 
procjram with the sbjeetive of devel.oping an industria% 
capability ‘to provide the fuel. needed Ore maintain the program. 
As part of this effort, AEC awarded fixed-price contracts in 
B972 to Kerr-!&See and another company to fabnrieate fuel for ’ 
the first two FPTF reactor cores. The contracts were for the 
same quantity of fue%, but Kerr-PIeGee @s price was about 20 per- 
cenrp: less than the other company n s price. on the basis of 
curr@wt projections, both fabricators will complete production 
w--e--- 

9 Project #anagement CoPporation is a nonprofit corporation 
consisting of rq3resentatives from the utility industry to 
manage the design and constr~uetion of the Clinch River 
Breedear Rc?actor project. 



of the first two cores between June and August 1975. 

The only other market for FFTE-type fuel in’ the next 
several years, according to ERDA, will be the Clinch River 
Breeder Reactor project. Fuel for this project will not 
have to be ordered until 1978 to meet its schedule. Repre- 
sentatives of each contractor have indicated that, if they 
could not maintain continued operations after their prose-nt 
commitments are met, they would have to close down their 
plants and would probably not re-enter the field. They 
said that if they shut down their present facilities they 
would have to invest a large amount of capital to re-enter 
the market. They would have to extensively modify their 
existing facilities or build new plants to meet changing 
regulatory requirements and future technology changes.. 

To maintain a capability in private industr-y to fabri- 
cate FFTF-type fuel, a plan has been approved whereby ERDA 
will order two additional FFTF cores for future use. Only 
one of the two contractors is to be selected to produce the 
two additional FFTF cores. To select the contractor, -ERDA 
solicited bids in April 1975. ERDA anticipates that this 
approach will allow one contractor to continue operations 
in FETE’ fuel until about mid-1978. The selected contractor 
would probably be asked to produce the Clinch River Breeder 
Reactor project fuel when it is needed. 

On December 11, 1974, one day,after AEC, established its 
task force, Kerr-McGee notif ied Hanford th,at unless Kerr- 
McGee was charged or cleared of allegations it was not 
interested in any future contracts with ERDA. RRD officials 
told us they did not notify Kerr-McGee that the task force 
had been established until January 6 or 7, 1975. 

A guestion arises as to whether Kerr-McGee’s letter to 
Hanford placed pressure on the task force in its investigation 
of the quality of Kerr-McGee fuel since it would be advantageous 
to ERDA to retain Kerr-McGee as a potential fabricator to pro- 
vide some degree of competition. The leader and members of 
the task force told us they were aware of Kerr-McGee’s 
position during the investigation but said it had no influence 
on their investigation. 
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CHAPTER 3 ------- 

SCOPE OF REVIEW --1--1_---- 

We made our review at the NRC Regional Office, Region 
III, Glen Elkyn, Illinois; NRC Headquarters, Bethesda, 
Maryland e" and ERDA Headquarters, Germawtownp iC4aryland. We 
talked with and obtained information from NLRB officials 
in Tulsaa Oklahoma, 

Our review included discussions with officials connected 
with the investigations, a review of the reports, inwesti- 
gators’ notes, and other files on the investigations. We 
reviewed NRC reports and files on ‘“mater ial unaccounted ford0 
prior incidents at ~ers-=McGee, Discussions with NLRB 
officials invcolved olataining information on the extent of 
their investigation, reasons for terminating the inquiry, 
and dissemination of information on the case to other 
Federal agencies, 
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SUMMARY OF GOVERNMENT INVESTIGATIONS _--------m-----u--------------- 
AND RELATED INFORMATION --a------ -------- 

NRC INVESTIGATIONS INTO - -- I__.--y---I------- 
CONTAMINATION OF KAREN SILKWOOD 

NRC’s investigation into the contamination of Karen 
Silkwood was directed toward obtaining information concerning 
the contamination and evaluation of the plutonium exposure 
of the individuals involved. NRC contacted 40 Kerr-McGee 
employees and 9 nonemployees and obtained and examined 
approximately 3,700 pages of Kerr-McGee records. 

The investigation disclosed that in addition to Novem- 
ber 7, 1974, Karen Silkwood also had been contaminated on 
November 5 and 6, 1974. On November 5 she was working in a 
laboratory glovebox with plutonium. She checked her hands 
on a monitoring instrument and discovered that they were 
contaminated. She was taken to Kerr-McGee’s Health Physics 
Office for decontamination, which consisted of washing and 
scrubbing her hands. Two glovebox gloves in the laboratory 
room were found to be contaminated at their hand side surfaces. 
However, these gloves were subsequently tested by Kerr-McGee 
personnel and no leaks were found. Also, the air sample 
filter papers disclosed no questionable airborne activity. 
Following decontamination, she returned to the laboratory for 
duties that did not involve using the gloveboxes. The 
contaminated gloves had been replaced. 

On November 6, Karen Silkwood returned to the plutonium 
plant and engaged in administrative duties; she did not use 
the gloveboxes. As a union representative, she had planned 
to attend a union and Kerr-McGee meeting for contract 
negotiation scheduled for that morning. When she monitored 
herself before leaving the laboratory, she detected contami- 
nation on her hands. Decontamination processes were again 
performed by health physics personnel. At Karen Silkwood’s 
request, a health physics technician checked her locker at 
the plutonium plant and her automobile, but no contamination 
was found. 

On November 7 Karen Silkwood was surveyed as soon as she 
arrived for work. Signif icant contamination levels were 
detected in and around her nose and lower levels of contami- 
nation were found on other parts of her body. After decon- 
taminat ion, health physics personnel accompanied her to the 
Edmond, Oklahoma, apartment she shared with a roommate, 
another Kerr-McGee laboratory analyst. A survey of the apart- 
ment revealed various levels of contamination. No contami- 
nation was found outside the apartment. The suvey also 
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revealed that the roommate had a low level of contamination on 
her body; she was taken to the Kerr-McGee plant for decontami- 
nation. 

Kerr-McGee personnel decontaminated the apartment from 
November 7 to December 2, 1974, A final survey on December 3, 
1974, performed by representatives of AEC and the Oklahoma 
Department of Health, showed contamination levels below those 
specified in AEC guidelines for unrestricted use. 

A survey was also made of Karen Silkwood's boyfriend and 
other individuals who had visited Karen Si1kwood's apartment, 
No contamination was found, 

FolLowing Karen Silkwood's contamination on November 5, 
1974, Kerr-pvlcGee gave her urine and fecal kits for a total 
collection bioassay program to last 5 days, Data obtained 
through analysis of the urine samples submitted on November 7 
indicated that a singificant inhalation of plutonium might 
have occurred; data obtained from analysis of urine samples 
aftear November 7 indicated that a large inhalation did not 
occur m This inconsistency, together with the whole body 
count data and the post-mortem examination, indicated that 
pllutonium had been added to the samples submitted on 
November 7, No evidence was found to indicate how the 
plutonium was added, 

The cause of death and possible criminal involvement are 
not within NRC's jurisdiction and were not pursued during its 
investigation o 

On November 14, 1974,' a post-mortem examination was 
performed at the Okllahoma Medical Examinerus Facility, Oklahoma 
city, Representatives from the AX's Los Alamos Scientific 
Laboratory participated in the examination. Analytical. data 
was furnished to the NRC medical consultant for incl.usion in 
his evaluation. 

The NRC report of December 16, 1974, on the contamination 
of Karen Silkwood and her residence contained the followinfa 
conclusions: 

--Two biological samples submitted by Karen Silkwood 
contained plutonium which was not present when the 
s;amp%e was excreted, 

--Karen SiPkwood did not inhale a large quantity of 
plUtOlliUKl* 

--Karen Silkwood's body organs and tissue contained 
a small. amount of plutonium; less than one-half 
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the maximum permissible body burden. 

--Karen Silkwood's boyfriend and roommate did not 
receive a biologically significant internal 
deposition of plutonium. 

--The quantity of plutonium released to the Edmond, 
Oklahoma (location of Karen Silkwood's residence) 
sewage treatment plant was probably insignificant. 

--No more than 0.0003 grams of plutonium was identified 
in the contamination of the individuals and their 
apartment. 

--Karen Silkwood's contamination on November 5th, 6th, and 
7th of 1974 probably did not result from an accident 
or incident within the plant. 

Only one violation of AEC regulations was found during 
the investigat.ion. It involved Kerr-McGee's failure to main- 
tain proper records on two biological samples taken in October 
1974 following a previous plutonium contamination incident 
involving Karen Silkwood. 

The Oklahoma Department of Health was notified of the 
contamination incident and participated in the investigation 
with IGRC. A representative of the State of Oklahoma told us 
that the State did not issue an independent report. 

Information on the amount of plutonium involved in the 
contamination of Karen Silkwood, her roommate, and her 
apartment was made public in a January 6, 1975, NRC news 
release. The news release summarized the pertinent events 
relative to the incident and disclosed that the total amount 
of plutonium found in personal and apartment contamination 
was less than .0003 grams, or about .GOOOl of an ounce. 

NRC INVESTIGATION INTO ----a-.---_---------- 
RADIOLOGICAL WORKING CONDITIONS --------------1--1-------wvw 

On January 7, 1975, AEC released its report on the 
union's 39 allegations concerning working conditions. The 
investigation disclosed that there was substance or partial 
substance to 20 of the 39 allegations. In 3 of the 20 
allegations with substance or partial substance, Kerr-IYcGee 
was found to be in violation of licensee requirements as 
follows: 

. 

--Plutonium metal had been used in laboratory programs 
even though possession of plutonium as a metal 'Is 
not permitted in Kerr-McGee's license. 
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--On two occasions the quantity of pLutonium shown 
on the glovebox log of a laboratory qlovebox exceeded 
the safe operating limits for that glovebow, 

--A spill in the Solvent Extraction System, requiring 
40 hours to decontaminate, was not reported within 
the required 24-hour per iod O 

The remaining 17 alleyations involved working conditions 
a% the plutonium plant which were either outside the scope of, 
or did not result in, noncompliance with specific safety 
requirements. 

In Janraary 1975 Kerr-PkGee issued a statement of cor- 
rective actions that had been taken 011 the violations of 
NRC requirements m NRC considered these corrective measures 
satisfactory, NRC said the Kerr-WcGee corrective measures 
will be confirmed during a subsequent inspection. 

NRC BNVEST%GATIOM Il?JTO 
~APJa:UN PE~~~~~ik' -- ------- 

On January 23 EWC released its report on the uranium 
pellet incident. The report disclosed that on December 16 I 
1974. p K’err-McGee personnel discovered several uranium peElets 
and pellet fragments on the ground near a Cimarron utranlium 
facility official bui%ding. Continued sealrch resulted in 
the recovery of about a dozen pellets near the initial. %ocation 
and about three pellets and fragments about 75 feet from the 
first finding. A further Kerr-McGee search using instruments, 
conducted on December 17th and 98th, resulted in finding of 
additional pellets in a third location midway between the 
first two, A%1 three locations were within the perimeter 
fence of the facility. 

PoEBowing collection, the pellet materiak was examined 
and weighed; the total weight was equivalent to about 25 
pebletS* From data stamped on the pellets, it was determined 
that some of them had been produced as recently as December 10, 
1974, or a few days before they were found on the plant 
grOUndS. Kerr-McGee concl~lded that the pellhets coukI not 
have been accidentaLly transported from their normal location 
within the uranium manufacturing building to the outside 
location where they were found. Kerr-McGee reported the 
incident to NRC and the FBI on December 17, 1974. 
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LRDA INVESTIGATION INTO -_.-- -I-_ -1-_---_-.------ 
ALLEGED FALSIFICATION OF 
B~~LI~P-~b~T~BL-~~~~~~~ 
---_-_-- ------ --------- 

Responding to the union allegations, ERDA’s Division of 
Inspection made a fact-finding study into the allegations and 
issued its report on January 7, 1975. For the purpose of 
investigation, the allegations were grouped into the follow- 
ing ca tegor ies : 

--Falsification of photomicrograph negatives of weld 
test samples. 

--Improper use of quality control sample analytical 
data by Kerr-McGee supervisors and employees. 

--Irregularity in pellet inspections. 

--Falsification of computer input data. 

The investigation was directed at clarifying the facts 
surrounding the allegations to determine the validity of the 
allegations. This was accomplished primarily through inter- 
views with confidential informants and Kerr-McGee management 
and employees. In accordance with the division’s normal 
practice, its report did not reach conclusions, but its 
findings gave some support for the first two allegations. 

i3n the first allegation-- falsification of photomicro- 
graph negatives-- a Kerr-McGee quality control analyst admitted 
touching up negatives with a felt tip pen to conceal small 
artifacts. The analyst said that such artifacts originated 
in the darkroom processing of the negatives and were not 
defects in the weld itself. His motive was to prevent his 
supervisor from rejecting any subsequent photograph which 
would require the analyst to rework the entire weld sample. 

The second allegation-- improper use of quality control 
sample analytical data-- involves chemical tests to determine 
the quality of fuel pellets. These tests are designed so that 
an analyst independently determines the auality of pellets and 
then is told whether this quality is within an acceptable 
range. The investigation disclosed that three analysts believed 
that one other analyst knew what the acceptable range was 
before he made quality control tests. The report further dis- 
closed that this analyst hso received considerably much more 
overtime wages than his coworkers and that he conducted an 
estimated 75 to 83 percent of the quality control sample 
analyses. This allegation was not fully substantiated. The 
analyst in question denied any access to quality control 
sample analytical data, although he acknowledged that on 
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one occasion a supervisor had provided him the answer to a 
oarticular analysis. Kerr-&G&t? conducted its own inquiry 
with inconcatisive ‘resu%ts. ‘, _’ ._ 

MC’s RliD became concerned of the possible effects and 
implications that the allegations could have on the quality 
of the fuel rods aPad in early December appointed a task force 
to condtiet a comprehensive qua%ity review of FFTF fuel rods 
manufactured at- kerr-PIcGee m The specific objectives of the 
task force were to determine whether the 

--FFTF fuel rods thus far manufactured at Kerr-McGee 
met the quality requirements specified in the, 
COPlt%-EICt p aad by what measures this had been assuredl, 
and 

--quality as’surawce provisions, programse procx2duresQ 
and practices governing the manufacturer and 
acceptawce of PEW? fuel rods by Kerr-McGee and Hanford 
has been adequate and whether their implementation 
has been effective o 

The task force visited Kefr-McGee and M[anfor-d to review 
the programs, proceduresI and practices of each organization 
concerning the yuality of PFTF fuel m The review included, but 
was not %imited to, investigation of the uniop?Qs c~uality 
control ablegations. 

.On April 11, 1975, ERDA issued a summary report concluding 
that the fuel rods manufactured by Kerr-McGee and accepted by 
Hanford met the +53t~?bl ished qua% ity requirements m The repoar t 
also concluded that the quality assurance program at Kerr- 
McGee met the requirements specified in their contract, but 
that the contract requirements for documentation, dat.a 
analysis, and internal auditins programs should be strengthened D 
The report recommended continuing Hanfordus surveillance and 
receiving inspection at the cur-rent high level unti1~ appr-opri- 
ate contract charges are made and found to 1362 satisfactorily 
implemented O Concerning the uni~nos q~a~ity’csnt~ol 
allegations, the task. force concluded that the allegations 
were not substantiated anti did not affect the quality of the 

,After completing its investigation, the task eoY”ce made 
arrangements with the Battelle Northwest’ Eaboratot-y ,kb re- 
examine a certain number of the fuel rods fabricated by Kerr- 
PicGee to provide an additional and independent examination 
of the fuel rods, The Battelle analysis dF when completed I 
is to be added as an addendum to the task force report. 
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PRINCIPAL OFFICIALS OF -------C------rT- 
AEC, NRC, ERDA, AND THE FBI -m-v- ------------------- 

RESPONSIBLE FOR ADMINISTERING THE ACTIVITIES -----------I-.----- ------------.-.- 
DISCUSSED IN THIS REPORT ----------I------- 

Tenure of office ----- ---w--- 
From To --- -a 

AEC 

CHAIRMAN: 
Dixy Lee Ray Feb. 1973 Jan. 1975 

GENERAL MANAGER: 
Robert D. Thorne (acting) 
John A. Erlewine 

DIRECTOR OF REGULATION: 
L. Manning Muntzing 

Jan. 1975 Jan. 1975 
Jan. 1974 Dec. 1974 
. . . 

Oct. 1971 Jan. 1975 

NRC 

CHAIRMAN: 
iJilliam A. Anders Jan. 1975 Present 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR FOR OPERATIONS: 
Lee V. Gossick Jan. 1975 Present 

ERDA ---- 

ADMINISTRATOR: 
Rooert C. Seamans, Jr. Jan. 1975 Present 

ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR FOR 
NUCLEAR ENERGY: 

Robert D. Thorne (acting deputy) Jan, 1975 Present 

FBI -- 

DIRECTOR: 
Clarence M. Kelley July 1973 Present 
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